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Chapter 301 

Huo Dongyang felt that he was waiting for the nurse's reply, as if after several years. 

After hearing the nurse's reply, Huo Dongyang still couldn't calm down. Although I am awake, my 

consciousness is not very clear. 

"Is there any danger?" This is the first sentence Huo Dongyang said after finding his own voice. 

"There must be danger." The nurse replied. 

Huo Dongyang frowned when he heard this, and the blue veins of his hand holding the pen came out. It 

can be seen that he has been enduring it. 

"Mr. Huo, please sign your name immediately. Mrs. Huo can't drag on, otherwise children and adults will 

be in danger." 

Huo Dongyang's hand trembled, and the tip of his pen was against the paper, but how could this name 

not be written down. Other people also nervously look at Huo Dongyang, understand his mood at the 

moment, but Qiao Wei can't wait. 

“William!” Mary gave a cry. 

Huo Dongyang closed his eyes and then opened them again. He held the pen and signed his name on 

the paper. The paper was quickly scratched, which shows how strong Huo Dongyang is. 

"If there's a problem, keep the adult first." Huo Dongyang said and put the operation consent to the 

nurse. 

This sentence seems to feel that Huo Dongyang is very ruthless, even his own children do not want. But 

you can see his feelings for Qiao Wei. He would rather not have children, but not without Jovi. 

Huo Jiang and Mary did not say anything, after all, this is Huo Dongyang's choice. If there is a problem, 

it's right to keep Qiao Wei. This child will have it in the future. 

In the process of waiting, everything around is very quiet, there is no sound at all. 

Looking at that closed delivery room door, everyone's mood is anxious. Because I didn't know what was 

going on inside, so I was more worried. 

Mary closed her eyes and prayed in her heart. "My God! This time I also want to ask you to protect Wei 

Wei and the child. " 

Huo Jiang's eyebrows have been frowning, his face is also with worry. 

Yun Muxin sat next to Mary and prayed that all the gods would bless Qiao Wei and the children. 

"Buddha, Bodhisattvas, you must protect my aunt and let the child be born safely." 

Huo Dongyang, who was standing opposite them, had a calm face and frowned, leaving a void in his 

eyes. Only his own heart is clear, his fear at the moment! Compared with the last time Qiao Wei wanted 
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to leave himself. Such a moment, really let people feel suffering. Huo Dongyang now has an idea that 

Qiao Wei can come out safely. 

Yunyiyan and Jianlan, who received the news, also came. Jian LAN pushed cloud Yi Yan to come over. 

She asked nervously, "Wei Wei, what's the matter? Is it born? " 

After asking, no one answered himself. Jian LAN just wanted to ask, but was stopped by Yun Yiyan. He 

found that the expressions of other people were not right. 

At this time, Jian LAN just noticed their expression, almost all with deep worry. It seems that something 

happened to Qiao Wei! Jane LAN looked at that closed delivery room door, the woman gave birth to a 

child is a very painful thing, if can't hold on, there will be problems. 

"Weiwei, you must stand firm. We are all waiting for you Jane LAN read it silently in her heart. 

Time passed, Huo Dongyang completely lost patience, ready to rush in to see Qiao Wei, because he 

wanted to personally accompany her to face. This is not a single thing for her to face. They are husband 

and wife. Of course, they have to face everything! 

At this time, there was a loud cry from the delivery room. 

Huo Dongyang's movement also froze, he seemed to be unable to believe looking at the closed door. 

The others immediately got up, and as the baby's cry grew louder and louder, Mary laughed and said, 

"it's born!" 

Mary excited Huo Jiang's arm. "Lao Huo, do you hear me? It's the cry of a child. It's really great. The baby 

is finally born. " 

Huo Jiang was too excited to speak. He nodded at Mary. "Yes The Huo family has a future at last! 

"You should be a son if you listen to this voice so loud and powerful." Mary made a sound judgment 

immediately. 

Then there was another cry. It was loud, but it was a little softer. 

"Come out, too." Mary's smile was hard to hide. This is a good combination, brother and sister! 

Hearing Mary's words, Yun Muxin felt a little strange. "Grandmother, aren't you two brothers?" 

Mary said with a smile, "it's brother and sister!" 

Mary's words let Huo Dongyang, Yun Yiyan and Jian LAN all froze. It seems that they have not reflected 

from what Mary said. Qiao is pregnant with twins, and is still a dragon and Phoenix fetus. It is really a 

great happiness, a man and a woman, a good word. How rare it is! 

"General manager Huo, congratulations on being a father!" Jane LAN reacted first. 

Huo Dongyang did not answer, he felt that he had been out of the situation. Xia yueqian didn't say that 

he was two sons. How did he suddenly become a man and a woman? No one told himself that he even 

felt wrong. 



At this point, the nurse came out with two children in her arms."Congratulations to Mr. Huo. Mrs. Huo 

has given birth to a little prince and a little princess." 

Huo Dongyang looked at the two wrapped children. He did not dare to touch them with his hands for 

fear of hurting them. Seeing that the two children were very good, he immediately asked, "where's Qiao 

Wei?" 

"Don't worry, everything is going well. Mrs. Huo is fine, but she is too tired. She will be sent to the ward 

in a moment The nurse replied. 

Hearing that Qiao Wei was ok, Huo Dongyang's big stone in his heart finally fell to the ground, and said 

in succession: "nothing is good, nothing is good, nothing is good!" 

While others gathered around to watch the baby, Huo Dongyang went directly into the delivery room. 

Qiao Wei weak lying on the hospital bed, see Huo Dongyang come in, she tried to pull out a smile, 

"Dongyang, I finally unload." 

Huo Dongyang looked at Qiao Wei with heartache in his eyes. He went to the bedside and looked at 

Qiao Wei's bloodless face, which was even more distressed. 

"How are you?" Huo Dongyang's voice trembled. 

Qiao Wei nodded his head gently. "Well, good. Just a little tired. " 

Huo Dongyang reached out and touched Qiao Wei's head. Thank you 

"Did the child see it?" Asked Qiao Wei. "I just had a look, and I didn't see it clearly." 

"Yes, two beautiful children." Huo Dongyang said gently. 

"More like who?" Qiao Wei continues to ask. 

Huo Dongyang was asked this question. He just looked at it and knew it was two children. As for which 

one was the son and the other was the daughter, he didn't pay attention to it at all. Not to mention who 

it looks like! 

Joe blinked slightly. "What's the matter? Is there a problem? " 

Huo Dongyang shook his head and immediately replied, "no! This child is the same every day and has 

changed a lot. I don't expect to know until they are a little older! " 

Qiao Wei also felt that Huo Dongyang had a point, "Well! You're right. " 

Jovi fell asleep soon because he was too tired. Huo Dongyang held Qiao Wei's hand and then leaned 

over Qiao Wei's forehead and affectionately kissed him. 

"Wife, it's hard for you!" 

Chapter 302 

In the ward. 
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Qiao Wei saw that almost all the people surrounded the two children, and she could only look at it 

eagerly. 

Huo Dongyang sits beside Qiao Wei, but he doesn't mind at all. In his eyes, Qiao Wei is the most 

important. 

Qiao Wei looked at Huo Dongyang and said, "Dongyang, why don't you go to see the children?" In fact, 

Qiao Wei also noticed that Huo Dongyang hardly takes the initiative to hold children these days, and he 

seldom cares about children's affairs. 

Every time Mary asked him to come over and give him a hug. Other times, he's almost at his side. If Qiao 

Wei is not unable to sit up, she also wants to hold her son and daughter, but her surgical wound has not 

healed. 

Huo Dongyang gently looked at Qiao Wei, "they are taken care of, and I only take care of you." 

Such an ordinary sentence, but let Qiao Wei's heart warm even with sweet. Huo Dongyang inadvertently 

said that, he really has no immunity! His words always touched his heart so easily. 

Qiao Wei to Huo Dongyang smile, this life to meet him is his biggest luck! Huo Dongyang held Qiao Wei's 

hand, "you just need to have a good rest! You don't have to worry about the rest. " 

At noon, everyone else went to dinner. 

Huo Dongyang helped Qiaowei sit up, and then adjusted the height of the head of the bed for her, and 

put a pillow on Qiao Wei's back, worrying about her waist discomfort. 

"Comfortable?" 

Joe nodded, but his eyes fell on the pram next to him. Huo Dongyang knew her mood and picked up the 

baby. 

Finally, the child returned to his arms, and Qiao Wei held his own child. He felt nervous in his heart for 

fear of hurting them. Every move seemed so careful. The children are soft and soft, so I don't feel at 

ease when I hold them up. 

When Huo Dongyang saw Qiao Wei's appearance, he showed a smile. In fact, he seldom carried a child 

because he was afraid that he would get the child with great strength, so he did not contact too much in 

the past. 

Looking at the child in Qiao Wei's arms, Huo Dongyang took out his mobile phone to take this picture. 

Qiao Wei exudes the aura of his mother, which makes people feel warm, so the children like to follow 

their mother's side. 

Qiao Wei looks down at two children, still feel very magical. This son looks very similar to Huo Dongyang, 

almost a miniature version of Huo Dongyang, but his eyes are like himself, black eyes. My daughter and I 

look very similar, but also this eye like Huo Dongyang, that is a pair of blue and gray eyes. 

Qiao Wei looked at the two children and then said, "Dongyang, don't you often say that a son is like a 

mother and a daughter is like a father? But how do I think our children are the opposite. " 



Huo Dongyang sat down beside Qiao Wei. He looked at the two children and said with a smile: "this is 

also right! My daughter's eyes are like me, and my son is like you. " 

"It's just eyes." Said Joe in a low voice. 

Huo Dongyang reached out and hugged Qiao Wei's children into his arms. "Like everyone is good, all our 

children!" 

Qiao Wei looked up at Huo Dongyang, showing a happy smile. "Well! It's all our children. But I still think 

it will be more beautiful like you 

"Are you poor?" Huo Dongyang doesn't like Qiao Wei, who always belittles himself in this way. "You are 

always the most beautiful in my eyes." 

Qiao Wei just laughed and didn't go to pick up Huo Dongyang's words. She looked down at the two 

sleeping children. She was a complete life. 

A few days later. 

Qin Hao's three handsome men also came back in a group. Get off the plane and go straight to the 

hospital. 

When they arrived, their excited voices woke up the two sleeping children. This makes Huo Dongyang's 

face gloomy, the child finally falls asleep, Qiao Wei can rest, all of which are destroyed by them. 

Seeing Huo Dongyang's face, Qin Hao's several people were silenced and lowered their heads to see Huo 

Dongyang. 

Qiao Wei said with a smile, "it's OK. Give me the baby 

Huo Dongyang doesn't move. Jason immediately starts to pick up the baby. As a result, he doesn't cry. 

"My sister didn't cry." Said Joe, smiling. "She seems to like Jason a lot!" 

Hearing Qiao Wei's words, Jason looks down at the child in his arms. See her pair of eyes with the same 

color as Huo Dongyang, but they are not as sharp as his eyes. They look very gentle. 

"This is my sister Jason grinned. 

As soon as he finished, his sister also laughed, which made Jason's face excited. "Look at her 

When Huo Dongyang saw this situation, he was very upset. His daughter had never laughed at him like 

this. Now he felt that he was smiling at Jason, and his jealousy spread to his heart. 

"Give me my daughter." Huo Dongyang comes forward and holds his daughter. 

Seeing his daughter's smile, Huo Dongyang's melancholy and unhappy mood all disappeared. Her smile 

looks very similar to Qiao Wei, and her heart becomes soft. It seems that there is such a saying that the 

daughter is the lover of father's last life. If so, was he with Qiao Wei in his last life? That's why they'll 

meet again in their lives!Several other people are also the first time to see such Huo Dongyang, and a 

few words "daughter fool" floating in their heads, this little princess is also Huo Dongyang's heart 

treasure! 



Qiao Wei picked up his son and coaxed him, and he didn't cry any more. 

"You are tired from flying. Go to the hotel and have a rest." Said Qiao Wei. 

John looked at Huo Dongyang and asked, "boss, we haven't reserved a hotel yet." 

Huo Dongyang looked up at the three of them and seemed to understand their meaning. "Let Xiang Qing 

take you back." 

"Thank you, boss!" 

Xiang Qing sends Qin Hao, John and Jason back to Jiangwan villa. 

"The boss chose a different place." Jason said first. 

John nodded. "Yes, these two villas cost a lot of money." 

"Three, the boss ordered you to stay here." 

Looking along the direction of Xiang Qing's fingers, Qin Hao knows that the smaller villa was used as a 

monitoring center. 

"It's full of electrical appliances." John also knows what's inside this villa. 

"In that case, I can only take you to the hotel." Xiang Qing replied. 

John shook his head immediately. "Just have a place to live." 

They don't want to spend money to live out, and there's food to eat. 

Just after they went in, they found that all the monitoring of the whole living room had been removed. 

Now it looks like the living room of an ordinary family. 

Huo Jiang followed them and walked in, "you are all here." 

"Hello, Grandpa Huo!" 

Huo Jiang nodded, "well, the food is ready." 

Chapter 303 

This day. 

Qiao Wei finally came home from hospital, still feel comfortable at home. After a month in the hospital, 

he finally came back. 

Huo Dongyang holding two children into the door, "Qiao Wei, you go to rest when you are tired." 

"I'm not tired." Replied Jovi. 

Mary heard them and came out of the kitchen at once. 

"Come back slightly, right?" 

"Yes, grandma." 
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Mary said with a smile, "I'll be ready for dinner soon." 

After dinner, Qiao Wei and the children went to rest. The others gathered in the living room, even Qin 

Hao and the three of them came. 

"William, everyone is here. What are you going to say to us? " 

Huo Dongyang takes advantage of Qiao Wei and the children fall asleep, and calls us all together. In fact, 

it is for the wedding. He once promised to give Qiao Wei a grand wedding, and this wedding has been 

delayed until now. 

Hear Huo Dongyang's words, although all people feel surprised, but also understand Huo Dongyang's 

intention to Qiao Wei. 

"Boss, that's why you agreed to let us come to a city?" Jason also felt strange at the beginning. This time, 

Huo Dongyang agreed to let the three of them leave the headquarters together, but it was because of 

the wedding. 

Huo Dongyang nods. "Yes 

"Boss must have planned for a long time, otherwise how could he have promised us so easily?" John's 

tone was one of complaint. 

Huo Dongyang stares at John, "if you are not satisfied, you can go back!" 

“boss……” John immediately showed weakness. If he was really rolled back, the bonus would be 

deducted. "I'm wrong. Please forgive me, boss!" 

Huo Dongyang then also told the people present his ideas. "That's my idea. Do you have anything to 

add?" 

"Dongyang, your plan is good. But you're going to have a wedding, so when do these groups get ready? " 

Qin Hao asked. According to Huo Dongyang's idea, it must be prepared for a long time. 

Huo Dongyang results in a reply. "A month later." 

"What!" 

Everyone was shocked by Huo Dongyang's answer. It seems impossible to realize the grand wedding 

that Huo Dongyang said in one month. Not to mention other things to prepare, that is, how to prepare 

wedding dress, others are prepared half a year in advance. According to the meaning of Huo Dongyang, 

I'm sure I won't buy a few wedding dresses or dresses at will. 

Mary frowned at Huo Dongyang and expressed her opinion directly. "William, you're unrealistic." 

"Why?" Huo Dongyang asked. 

"Your time is too tight and you have a lot of things to prepare. I don't think you want to rush through the 

wedding, do you?" Mary replied, "your clothes and wedding. Now, and the guests you invite, you have 

to take them into consideration." 



Huo Dongyang was silent, and Mary's words were also reasonable. He has ideas about the wedding, but 

he seems to have really ignored these details. 

When Mary spoke, several others began to echo. 

Huo Dongyang frowned, everyone should pay attention to the question, did not expect a wedding needs 

so many things. For a moment, Huo Dongyang seems to be at a loss. 

Jason saw Huo Dongyang's expression and knew that he began to tangle. "Boss, I think you should 

discuss the wedding with your wife and see what she means. After all, this wedding is not for you alone, 

but for you and your wife. " 

Huo Dongyang looked at Jason and said, "I don't want to let Qiao Wei know. I wanted to surprise her 

"All right." After hearing Huo Dongyang's reply, Jason has nothing to say. Because their boss wants to 

play romance, they can't stop it. 

Then they also began to divide the work, each person responsible for what part of the detailed list. In 

fact, the most important is the wedding dress and dress, women's marriage is certainly inseparable from 

these. 

Just when they had a headache about which designer to choose, Mike parachuted the next day. 

Mike returned to the U.S. after finishing the fashion show, only to find that all three HD people were 

absent. Then he sent someone to investigate and found out that they had all gone to city A. It turns out 

that Qiao Wei has successfully given birth to a baby. So of course he went to a city with the gift he had 

prepared before. 

Qiao Wei was also very surprised when he received a call from Mike. He was also shocked to hear that 

he was in city A. She gave Mike the address of Jiangwan villa. 

It happened that there was only her and her children and Mary. Other people seem to be very busy, 

early in the morning God mysterious secret out, do not know what to busy! 

An hour later, the doorbell rang. 

Jovi put the baby down and went to open the door. Seeing the surveillance video of Mike, Qiao Wei 

believes that Mike is really here. 

"Mike, it's really you." Qiao Wei presses the call button.“yes，openthedoor，please!” Mike said with a 

smile. 

Qiao Wei immediately opens the door of the villa. Then she opens the door of the house and goes out to 

wait for Mike. 

Mike came in with two super large suitcases and a smaller one, three in all. Qiao Wei was a little 

surprised that he brought so many luggage? 

“Mike!” 

Mike stops carrying his luggage when he hears Qiao Wei's voice. "Slightly!" 



Qiao Wei quickly comes to Mike and tries to help him, but Mike blocks him. "No, these are not what you 

should do. I can do it myself. " 

Until Mike got all the suitcases into the yard, he held Jovi in his arms. "Two months gone!" 

Jovi also reached out and hugged Mike, "Well! Yes, your news has been all over the place recently. 

Congratulations! The show was a success 

Mike let go of Jovi and said with a smile, "it seems you're still paying attention to me." 

"Of course! We are good friends Qiao Wei also said with a smile. 

Mike heard this and put his hand on Qiao Wei's head. "But I don't want to be your friend." 

Qiao Wei knew that Mike was making irony, but he just laughed. "Go inside and sit down." 

“OK!” With that, Mike let go of Jovi and went on with his luggage. It can be seen that the two big 

suitcases are really heavy. Qiao Wei said again, "are you sure you don't need my help?" 

Mike looked at Jovi and finally shook his head. "You can't. this is too heavy. Or you can ask William to 

come out and help. " 

"Dongyang is not here." Replied Jovi. 

"No? John, what about those guys? Or let them come. " 

Qiao micro shrugged. "We went out together, as if to do something." 

“what?” Mike stops again. "Are you at home alone again?" 

"And the children and the grandmother." Replied Jovi. 

Chapter 304 

Finally, Mike moved the suitcase into the room on his own. 

After moving, he was sweating. Qiao Wei handed Mike a tissue. "Wipe the sweat." 

Mike takes the tissue and wipes the sweat off his forehead. 

"Have a rest." Joe says to Mike. 

Mike looks at the house. It's not the same style as the American house. It's much more warm, and 

there's a smell of milk in the air. Mike saw the two cribs in the living room, one blue and one pink, and 

then he stepped over on his long legs. 

He stood between the two cribs, looked left and right, then touched his chin and continued to look. 

Qiao Wei poured Mike a cup of coffee, knowing that he liked it. "Here you are!" 

Mike takes the coffee and takes a sip. "This son is like you." 

"But I feel like Dongyang." Replied Jovi. 

Mike shakes his head. "It looks like William at first, but you look at it carefully." 
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Qiao Wei smile, she sat down beside, "I hope he looks like Dong Yang." 

Mike looked at his son and said with a smile, "do you want him to do the same harm to the world as 

William?" 

"Not good?" Said Jovi mischievously. 

Mike raised his eyebrows and deliberately said, "if that's true, then I'll get a number plate and line up." 

It's also a sense of achievement that you can't get the big one and get the small one. 

Of course, Qiao Wei didn't take Mike's words seriously, knowing that he was joking. But many years 

later, Qiao Wei really regretted that he didn't answer the phone at this time, which led to the following 

story. 

Mike looked at the daughter who had a pair of eyes like Huo Dongyang. "You're a wonderful daughter." 

"Why do you say that?" 

"Because her eyes are very attractive." Mike answers. 

When Mary came back from shopping, she found several suitcases at the door and felt strange. 

"Weiwei, there are guests at home?" 

"Yes, grandma." Qiao Wei's voice came from the living room. 

Mary walked into the living room and saw Mike holding her sister. "You are..." 

"Grandma, this is Mike." Replied Jovi. "One of HD's shareholders." 

What happened in the United States, Huo Dongyang and Qiao Wei did not say. So Mary didn't know, 

"William employees?" 

"Hello, Mrs. Huo." Mike said hello kindly. 

"Hello!" Mary nodded her head. "All the luggage at the door is yours?" 

"Yes." Mike answers. "And two of them are gifts I want to give to Weiwei." 

When Joey and Mary saw Mike's gift, they could say that they were simultaneously shocked. It turned 

out that Mike's two big boxes contained a wedding dress and two dresses. 

Joe blinked, as if he couldn't believe what he saw. "These are..." 

"Don't you understand? This is the wedding dress and dress. I brought you back from the United States 

Mike said with a smile. "This is Dr ready to launch the wedding series." 

Hearing Dr's name, Mary stares at Mike. "Are you Mike of Dr?" 

"Yes, old lady!" 

Mary then gave a cry of surprise, which she had never thought of. "The world is really small." In fact, a 

few days ago, she saw Dr's fashion show on the Internet and thought it was very good! It's just a pity 



that they haven't made any dress series. If there are, you can ask them to solve the problem of Qiao 

Wei's wedding dress and dress. 

This is just a time when I feel sorry, but happiness comes from the sky. Mike brought these to his home. 

"You don't have this in your family?" Mary still couldn't believe it. 

"Old lady, this series has not been officially launched yet." Mike answers. "At present, there are only 

these three models, so I brought them to give them a try. I also had this idea after seeing her and 

William. And I think this series will have good sales in the domestic market. " 

Mary nodded, "yes! You are right to have this idea. " 

Mike looked at Jovi and said, "tiny, try it. If there is something bad, I can ask someone to change it. " 

Mary liked the design of the wedding dress. It should fit Qiao Wei very well. "Weiwei, this wedding dress 

is a little heavy. You change it at last. Go and change two dresses first. " 

At the strong request of Mike and Mary, Qiao Wei can only change clothes. 

Seeing Joe close the door of the room, Mike looks at Mary with a smile. "Does the old lady have 

something to say to me?" 

"Yes." Mary nodded and told Mike about the wedding. 

Mike was also a little excited after listening. "Such a good thing falls on me. Originally, I did this series 

because I was moved by Wei Wei and William. I brought my clothes so hard that I just wanted to give 

them tiny gifts. I didn't expect that they would come in handy! "Mary said with a smile, "isn't that good? 

You save even models, and you can even do free publicity at weddings 

"Old lady, you are really an expert." Mike's thumbs up. It's really an arrow for several times. He didn't 

waste his hard work to come to city A. 

Just as Joey changed her clothes, Mary and Mike had reached an agreement. Mike's action is also very 

fast, immediately let his team of designers come to a city. 

In the afternoon, Huo Dongyang and his party came back. Today, they met with several brand fashion 

design directors, but Huo Dongyang did not like a design, and finally had to come back first. 

As soon as they entered the door, they saw a suitcase at the door. 

"Boss, is there someone at home?" John asked, "why do I think this suitcase is so familiar that I think I've 

seen it somewhere." 

Huo Dongyang also stared for a while, and then saw the Dr logo on the trunk. Mike, that guy is here. 

John also found the name on the manifest on the suitcase. Then he gave a loud cry. "Boss, this is Mike's 

trunk!" 

Qin Hao and Jason were stunned. "Here comes Mike?" 

Just as the crowd was in a daze, Mike came out. "Yes, I am." 



Seeing Mike in casual clothes, he doesn't look like he just arrived. 

"When did you come?" Huo Dongyang asked. 

Mike said with a smile, "I arrived in the morning, ate my grandmother's food at noon, and just watched 

the babies fall asleep." 

There are also some provocative words, which makes Huo Dongyang calm for a moment. 

Chapter 305 

a living room. 

Huo Dongyang and they sit together, while Mike sits on one side. This also forms a confrontation line-

up. Even so, Mike doesn't mind. Anyway, there are two women on his side in the family, and he won by 

that alone. 

Mary saw this picture when she came down from upstairs, and she quickly walked over. 

"What's the matter?" Said Mary. She just went upstairs to sleep with the baby in her arms with Qiao 

Wei, and let Qiao Wei have a rest after busy work. It's only a short time. It seems that something big 

happened? Or they won't be that look. 

Mike laughs and says, "grandma, it's OK! I think William has misunderstood me 

Huo Dongyang frowned at Mike's address to Mary. "Did you call grandma?" 

Mike nodded, "Well! What's wrong with me calling like that? " 

Several other people also feel that Mike must be on purpose, but is he really afraid that Huo Dongyang 

will drive him out? But to see Mike so calm, even with some rustles, is really exciting! 

"I told Mike to follow suit." Mary spoke for Mike. And she is more kind to Mike for the sake of bringing 

the wedding dress and dress all the way. 

With Mary's words, Mike smiles at Huo Dongyang, as if to say that this is the truth. 

Huo Dongyang certainly doesn't want to do this. If he calls it like this, Mike's status will be the same as 

himself. 

Mary sat down next to Mike, apparently on the United Front with Mike. "By the way, William, I'll let 

Mike live at home." 

"No way!" Huo Dongyang immediately objected. It's not polite to have Mike live at home. 

Mary's words also upset the other three. Why does this Mike live here, and they're going to live next 

door. 

Mary went on to say, "no objection. That's the decision. " 

"By what!" 

"Because Mike brought the wedding dress to Weiwei, his design team will come tomorrow, and William 

will make your clothes together." Mary replied. 
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Several people looked at Mike together, but they didn't expect Mike to solve their problem. It was really 

a surprise. 

Huo Dongyang still felt a little surprised, "wedding dress?" 

Mary nodded. "Yes, I put my wedding dress in the guest room. You can go and see it later 

Mike takes out his mobile phone, opens the photo he just took and throws it to Huo Dongyang. "Look at 

the pictures!" 

Huo Dongyang looks at the photos taken by Mike's mobile phone, which is really good! That set of 

wedding dress and their imagination, wearing it is also particularly suitable for Qiao Wei, these are also 

what I want. 

Mike took a sip of his coffee. "William, you should remember what I said, that is, I'm almost the same 

thing you like. So you can trust my eyes! " 

Mary went on to say, "did you have any good results when you went out today?" 

"No Huo Dongyang answered truthfully. 

"Then use Mike's. I think it's really good. " 

Since Mary has said so, Huo Dongyang is not good to refute, and these are what he wants. But Huo 

Dongyang did not reveal his real ideas. Well, after a sound, there was no talking. 

Mary knew that Mike's design must be in line with Huo Dongyang's idea. I really have to say that Mike 

really knows Huo Dongyang very well. Even a little details coincide with what Huo said before. It's also a 

good thing, and they can save a lot of money to do other things. 

Mike has learned from Mary that Huo Dongyang wants to prepare a grand wedding for Qiao Wei. 

Unexpectedly, Huo Dongyang will be so romantic. He is really good to Qiao Wei! 

Mike leaned against the sofa, as if he was a host fan. Looking at Huo Dongyang's talents, he looked like a 

guest. 

Mary ignored their thoughts and let the others rest. While Jovi and the children were asleep, Mary 

continued, "actually, I want to ask you, is the wedding venue ready?" 

"I've asked the wedding company to arrange it. I should see the effect picture tomorrow." 

Mary nodded. "Good!" 

The next afternoon. 

Dr's design team arrived safely, and each of them looked very professional. Mary is very satisfied with 

this. 

Mike told them to take care of their family and finish the task this time. They will be rewarded if they do 

well. This has also stimulated everyone's enthusiasm. 



Yesterday, Qiao Wei has tried to wear the wedding dress. The waist part is a little loose. This must be 

changed. Mike had seen Qiao Wei's waistline before, but he didn't expect there was still an error."Mike, 

did you measure your waistline again yesterday?" 

"Don't worry, grandma. It won't go wrong this time." Mike answers. "I thought the waistline was right, 

but I didn't expect it was a little bit worse." 

Mary nodded. "Wei Wei was really thin before she was pregnant. Later, Lao Huo and I forced her to eat 

more every day to grow some meat." 

Actually, Mike doesn't know much about Qiao Wei's past. "She's not a big lady, too. How could she be so 

malnourished?" 

"Oh, Weiwei is also a poor child..." Mary sighed and told Mike something about Joe's past. 

After listening to Mike's frown, he finally understood why Qiao Wei didn't feel like a big lady. He was 

more like Cinderella. It turns out that she has such a abnormal family. Mike made a decision to be nice 

to Joe. After all, her past was not easy! 

At this time, Huo Dongyang walked into the guest room. 

"Are you done?" 

Mike takes a look at Huo Dongyang, with a look of dissatisfaction on his face. "William, I think you really 

need to spare some time to spend with Wei Wei. Don't always leave her at home because of her work." 

Mike's words also surprised Huo Dongyang, but he said with disdain: "what does this have to do with 

you?" 

"If you can't do it, then I'll take care of it." Mike looks at Huo Dongyang and says. 

Mary was stunned when she heard this. Mike can say such a thing. Does he like Wei Wei? If this is true, 

it seems that they really lead the wolf into the house! This is not good! 

Huo Dongyang snorted. "By you? You'd better finish your work well! " 

Mike had disdain on his face. "William, you'd better live up to your little promise." 

Huo Dongyang ignored and turned out. 

Chapter 306 

After Huo Dongyang went out, Mary and Mike were left in the guest room. 

Mary is struggling to ask Mike what he really feels for Qiao Wei, but she is worried that once asked, she 

will become embarrassed. 

Mike saw Mary's expression and then said with a smile, "grandma, are you worried that I will take Wei?" 

"Will you?" Seeing that Mike had already said something, Mary went to great lengths. 

Mike smiles. "If William is slightly bad to me, I will. Because I take Weiwei as my relative. " 
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Hearing this, Mary's heart pressed the stone to the ground, as long as it wasn't the feeling. She won't 

allow other men to take Jovi away. "It's good you don't have that in mind. If you have one, you can only 

rot in your stomach. Wei is the lucky star of our Huo family. Don't say that William will not let you do 

this, nor will I let you do so. " 

Mike really thinks that William's obsession is a little deep, but he agrees with one thing: Wei Wei is 

indeed a lucky star. I seem to know her, everything is very smooth. 

Wedding dress in the evening, has been all modified, and even added a lot of highlights. When Qiao Wei 

put it on again, it was amazing the designer and Mike in the room. 

I have to say, Joe Wei really is the most suitable person for this wedding dress. Mike's eyes are really 

good, because this wedding dress is called happiness. 

Mike nodded with satisfaction, and that's what he wanted. "Weiwei, is there anything you feel 

uncomfortable about?" 

"It's just that the waist is a little tight this time." Qiao Wei replies, she still likes to loosen up a little. 

“NO! Only in this way can you outline all your lines, beautiful Mike answers. 

Jovi looked back at Mike. "But I feel a little uncomfortable." 

Mike stepped forward and relaxed Jovi's belt at the back of his waist a little, so that he wouldn't feel so 

bad. "Is that better?" 

"Well, more comfortable than that." 

"Weiwei, you really need to eat more. There is no meat left, all bones left." 

Qiao Wei face red, "this is really hard to say." 

As soon as Huo Dongyang entered the door, he saw Mike holding Qiao Wei and frowning. "What are you 

doing?" 

Mike turns around and Huo Dongyang can see the situation clearly. It turns out that Mike is just helping 

Qiao Wei adjust the wedding dress belt. 

Mike saw Huo Dongyang's expression and knew that he must be jealous. "William, with so many people 

in this room, what do you think I'll do? Even if you want to do something, you have to choose a room 

that is empty. And I'm working now, and I've always been very private. Even if I really have any idea 

about Weiwei, I won't do it now. So I hope you don't impose your dirty ideas on me 

Qiao Wei felt that Huo Dongyang and Mike had a strong gunpowder smell. She said, "Dongyang, Mike 

really helped me to get the back tape just now." 

"I'll come out for dinner." Huo Dongyang said coldly. 

In order not to let Qiao Wei know about the wedding, he accepted the suggestion of Mary and Mike that 

he should let him be the model of the series and then shoot. Out of the help of friends, Qiao Wei also 

readily agreed. So it makes sense for them to do these things. 



However, Huo Dongyang can only bear that Mike and Qiao Wei stay together more time than himself, 

which is no way to do it. 

In a flash, a month passed. 

The day before the wedding, Huo Dongyang personally inspected the situation of each work to ensure 

that everything was safe and sound. 

By the time we got home, Jovi and the children had already gone to bed. Others are also waiting for Huo 

Dongyang to give his final instructions. 

"Let's go to bed early." Huo Dongyang said. 

"You go to bed early, William." Mary went on. "You've been working hard lately." 

Huo Dongyang didn't feel hard because he was willing to do it, so he didn't feel tired or hard. 

"I'm fine." He was even a little excited. A year really passed quickly, and he was about to fulfill his 

promise. 

Mary asked the others to take a rest. After all, tomorrow would be very busy. She and Huo Jiang also go 

to have a rest and get up early tomorrow. 

Huo Dongyang is sitting alone in the living room. He looks around the house. Everything here is 

different. The once empty house became lively and warm. 

I never thought that I would live like this. Think of after marriage and Qiao Wei bit by bit, Huo Dongyang 

showed a brilliant smile. He came back with the heart of revenge, but gained his own happiness. Live 

peacefully every day, no longer think about those unhappy things. Since I married Qiao Wei, everything 

seems to be better. Grandmother's eyes are better, and she also gave birth to two lovely children, these 

are before I came to a city did not think of. 

From upstairs came the sound of footsteps, Huo Dongyang raised his head and saw a familiar figure. He 

gazed at Jovi until she came up to him."Dongyang, why don't you sit here with the light on." Qiao Wei's 

voice is not big, because he is worried about noisy Huo Jiang and Mary to rest. 

Huo Dongyang reached out and took Qiao Wei's hand. "I want to sit here for a while." 

Qiao Wei also sat down beside Huo Dongyang, "then I will accompany you." 

Huo Dongyang stretched out his arms around Qiao Wei, "Qiao Wei, are you happy now?" 

"Well!" Qiao Wei nodded, "happiness!" 

"Did you regret it?" Huo Dongyang continued. 

Qiao Wei leans on Huo Dongyang's shoulder, "tell the truth?" 

"Of course 

Jovi looked back on the past, "well, yes. It was when we first got married. " 



Huo Dongyang knew that Qiao Wei at that time was a little repellent to himself, and he could feel it. 

"You were afraid of me at that time, for what?" 

"Because you're a dangerous person, I'll forget something at any time." 

"Are you worried about falling in love with me?" 

"Well!" Jovi was honest, too. "However, even if how to guard against it, I still can't control my feelings." 

Huo Dongyang a smile, "when did you fall in love with me?" 

Joe frowned and thought, when? She really can't think clearly. The only way to be sure is that accident. 

She saw Huo Dongyang looking for herself in a hurry, and her heart was throbbing. 

"And you?" Qiao Wei asked. 

"Back in Korea." Huo Dongyang replied. "Or earlier." 

Qiao Wei smiles, "what is the answer?" 

They talked for a long time, and Qiao Wei forgot that he was coming downstairs to drink water. 

Chatting, she fell asleep on Huo Dongyang's shoulder. 

Huo Dongyang kisses Qiao Wei's hair, and then carries Qiao Wei upstairs. 

It's morning. 

When Qiao Wei was still in his dream, he was pulled up. 

"Tiny, up!" 

Jovi opened his eyes and saw Mary with a group of people behind her. 

"What is this for?" 

Chapter 307 

In the face of Qiao Wei's confusion, Mary seemed to be more sober. 

Knowing that Qiao Wei is three years pregnant, Mary also kindly reminded: "today you have a task, 

forget it?" 

Before Qiao Wei was fully awake, he had been pressed on the chair and began to make up and shape. 

After a while, Mike came with his team, with wedding dresses and dresses and even accessories. 

The room, which I thought was very big, suddenly became very small. Qiaowei also got up, today is the 

shooting day. However, Qiao Wei thought that it was a little exaggerated. He just set up a set at home to 

shoot it? This battle is also a bit exaggerated, she felt more like the rhythm of preparing to go to the 

wedding. Everyone was so nervous and quick. 

"Mike, are you sure you want to exaggerate?" Asked Jovi, holding Mike's hand. 

Asked by Qiao Wei, Mike stopped his own movement. "What?" 
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Jovi pulled Mike down and whispered in his ear, "I think you're exaggerating this battle." 

Mike knew that Qiao Wei must be suspicious. "He took pictures in a different place. I'll prepare a 

wedding scene for you to shoot. " 

Qiao Wei was stunned. "Not at home?" 

"No, I thought about it later and found that I couldn't be too stingy. This is the main product of DR in the 

future, and it must not be casual. " Mike answers. "So this money can't be saved." 

After hearing Mike's words, Qiao Wei also felt that there was some truth. DR is now a big brand. Of 

course, we can't set up a set casually. "I'm afraid I'm not doing well." 

"Slightly, just keep it natural. Leave the rest to others. " Mike said, holding Jovi's hand. 

Because Mike believes in himself, Jovi can't let him down. Next, Qiao Wei cooperates with other 

people's work seriously. 

Seeing this, Mary went up to Mike and said, "you still have a way." 

"Of course. I feel a little bit in agreement with me Mike replied triumphantly. 

After putting on her make-up and changing her wedding dress, Joe is like a goddess. Mike took some 

pictures with his mobile phone, and then he posted a group photo of himself and Qiao Wei on Weibo. At 

the same time, many people paid attention to the situation. They thought it was Mike who was going to 

get married and expressed their blessing one after another! 

"Slightly, you need a darker lipstick." Immediately, a makeup artist came forward to give Qiao Wei a 

lipstick color. 

When everything is ready, Jovi starts with Mike. 

"Weiwei, listen to Mike all the way." Mary did not forget to tell. 

Joe nodded. "Well, I know." 

Mary also smiles at Mike and says, "Mike, take care of Weiwei." 

"Grandma, don't worry. I'm sure it's safe. " Mike said with a smile. 

Just after Mike's motorcade left, Xiang Qing also took Mary to the scene. "Take your seat, old lady. I 

want to speed up. " 

"OK." Mary nodded. Because they had to arrive before Jovi and them. 

Mike's team also made a detour according to the route designed before to let Mary and Mary arrive 

first, so that they can prepare for it. 

Qiao Wei was very nervous. She looked out of the window from time to time, "Mike, where is our photo 

studio? Why do I think it's a long way to go 

"In the Crown Hotel of XX Jiayi." 

"Then this is not the way to go." "This road is going to the suburbs," exclaimed Jovi 



"Is it?" Mike put on an innocent look. "I'm following the car in front of me. I'm not familiar with city a 

either." 

Qiao Wei immediately asked Mike to inform the car ahead to turn from the intersection ahead and go 

back to the city. Mike does the same thing, and does what Qiao Wei says. 

The entrance of the hotel is very beautiful, but there is no sign of who's wedding, only the two letters of 

Y & W are composed of roses. 

John was so busy that he forgot the time. 

Jason soon received a location from Mike. "We need to be fast. Madam is coming." 

"Good!" 

The site was cleared immediately, and the final step could not be wrong. 

Mike, their car also arrived at the hotel gate in ten minutes. Mike kindly helped Qiao Wei get out of the 

car. "Slow down." 

The first time she stepped on such high shoes, it made Qiao Wei walk unsteadily. She always helped 

Mike to walk forward. 

Entering the hall, Qiao Wei noticed the layout of the hall, which was just a sea of flowers. She also saw 

the two letters Y & W on the giant ball. 

"Mike, why do I think there's a wedding going on here today?" 

"Of course, this arrangement can make you feel like you are in person." Mike said with a smile. It's just 

that this smile makes Qiao Wei see something mysterious. Mike really dares to spend this money, and 

she knows that these flowers are not cheap!"Weiwei, we're going in." Mike reminds Jovi. 

Joe nodded. "Good!" 

Qiao Wei takes Mike's arm and walks forward. Every step, Qiao Wei feels that these arrangements are 

familiar, as if they are similar to the last time Huo Dongyang proposed to him. 

Mike stops and Joe comes to his senses. I saw them standing in front of a gate, so behind this gate 

should be today's shooting site. 

Qiao Wei took the time to take a deep breath, but also to give himself a boost! Mike looks at her and 

smiles. "Slightly, are you nervous?" 

Joe nodded. "Yes, very nervous. My first attempt to be a model! " 

"There's always a time to try." Mike answers. "Are you ready? When we're ready, we'll go in. " 

“OK!” 

Mike snapped his finger and the door slowly opened. 

Qiao Wei was stimulated by the strong light inside so that her eyes could not open. Then she heard the 

sound of the gun salute, and then the wedding march also sounded on the scene. 



thought Mike really as like as two peas in preparing for this, and it was exactly the same as the real 

wedding scene. 

"Slightly, open your eyes!" Mike looks at Huo Dongyang standing in front of him and calls Qiao Wei. 

Qiao Wei obediently opened his eyes, but everything in front of him shocked him. This is really the scene 

of the wedding. It's not a shooting site at all. 

Because Qiao Wei saw Huo Dongyang in a handsome suit not far away, and Qin Hao, John and Jason 

standing behind him. They are also very handsome today. 

Qiao Wei also saw cloud Mu Xin wearing a wedding dress similar to his own, smiling and waving to 

himself. She also saw Huo Jiang and Mary, as well as Yun Yiyan, Xia yueqian and Xia Mingde. They were 

all dressed up today. Finally, there are some high-level companies, everyone's face with a blessing smile. 

"Weiwei, ready to go." Mike's voice rings in his ear. 

Chapter 308 

Qiao Wei looks back at Mike, his eyes are moist. 

"This is..." 

Seeing Qiao Wei's tears fall out, Mike reaches out to help Qiao Wei wipe his tears. "Don't cry! You are 

the leading role today 

"How long have you been prepared?" 

"William has been prepared for a long time, we just cooperate." Mike said with a smile. 

At this time, the host's voice also sounded. 

"Welcome to our beautiful bride." 

Mike took Qiao Wei's hand and put on his arm. "Wei Wei, I'm going with you as a family member." 

Hearing Mike's warm words, Qiao Wei's tears are even more rustle down. Mother's family!? This word is 

a little strange to myself, but it is the most moving one. 

Thank you 

"No thanks." Mike answers. "Let's go, or William's eyes will explode." 

Qiao Wei chuckles. She looks at Huo Dongyang in front of her and Mike next to her. "Mike, thank you 

very much for all you've done for me and Dongyang." 

"I'll take your thanks first, and I'll make sure you return it later." 

"Good!" 

Mike stepped forward, and Jovi followed him. Every step I took, I heard the people next to me saying 

good wishes. 
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Qiao Wei kept smiling and nodding, and then looked at Huo Dongyang, who was getting closer and 

closer to him. He seemed to be nervous. 

Mike's pace is not fast. It's completely in line with Qiao Wei's speed. Step on a petal like this, step by 

step to send Qiao Wei to Huo Dongyang's hand. 

Huo Dongyang saw that Qiao Wei was still a few steps away from him, and he quickly walked to Qiao 

Wei. 

Mike, like a father, hands Qiao Wei's hand to Huo Dongyang's and tells him. "William, I'll give you Pico. 

Be nice to her in the future! Spend more time with her, and don't always think about work. " 

"Well!" Huo Dongyang also cooperated. 

Mike then looked at Jovi and said, "Weiwei, William will trouble you to take care of him. He's a real hard 

worker, completely ignoring himself. If there's anything he doesn't do well, you have to understand. " 

Joe nodded in tears. "Mike, you'll be happy too!" 

"If you are happy, I will be happy." Mike answers with a smile. 

With that, Mike goes over to Mary and sits down. He quietly looked at Huo Dongyang and Qiao Wei, a 

person he likes, a person he loves, they are happy! 

Mary also put her hand on the back of Mike's hand. "Mike, we'll all be a family from now on!" Mike 

smiles, right! In fact, I am not alone. 

Huo Dongyang and Qiao Wei on the stage think they match each other. They listen to the host's blessing 

words, Huo Dongyang clenched Qiao Wei's hand, which he will never let go in his life. 

"Mr. Huo Dongyang, would you like to marry Miss Qiao Wei? I'll never give up in my whole life 

Huo Dongyang looked at Qiao Wei and said, "I will!" 

"Miss Qiao Wei, would you like to marry Mr. Huo Dongyang? I'll never give up in my whole life 

"I will!" Said Joe, smiling. 

"I declare you two husband and wife The host said out loud. "Now the bridegroom can kiss the bride!" 

Huo Dongyang directly put out his arms around Qiao Wei's waist and bent down to kiss Qiao Wei's lips 

accurately. 

At this time, thunderous applause and cheers were heard under the stage, blessing Huo Dongyang and 

Qiao Wei. 

Anyone who knows what happened to them before knows how difficult it has been for them. However, 

they did. Seeing their wedding ceremony, Qin Hao and they were very excited. 

"Fortunately, madam accepted the boss, otherwise we will continue to be devastated for several years!" 

John said. 



"Watch out for the boss to hear you. This month's money will be scrapped again Jason answers with a 

smile. 

Qin Hao saw Huo Dongyang and Qiao Wei, "once thought it was just a chip, but I didn't expect it was a 

satisfaction." 

Yun Muxin wept and looked at the people kissing on the stage. She used to exclude them from being 

together, but now she especially hopes that they can be together forever. Of course, she also hopes that 

she will have such a person to accompany her in the future. 

Yun Yiyan looks at Huo Dongyang and Qiao Wei on the stage, but his heart is still sour. In fact, it is not 

very difficult to put down Qiao Wei, because she now has a very good man to take care of her and love 

her, which is enough. 

Jian LAN is beside Yun Yiyan, and she feels the mood of Yun Yiyan more. Looking at him in the 

wheelchair, Jian LAN puts her hand on Yun Yiyan's shoulder. Seeing how happy Qiao Wei is now, she 

also wants to summon up the courage to pursue her love. 

Xia yueqian's eyes skip Huo Dongyang and Qiao Wei, and finally fall on Yun Muxin's body. He knew she 

was going to study abroad soon, but he didn't want to give up.Huo Jiang and Mary's eyes with tears, see 

Huo Dongyang and Qiao Wei finally complete, they are also complete the task. Mary clenched Huo 

Jiang's hand. "Old Huo, do you think Sue can see William and Weiwei's wedding?" 

"Of course." Huo Jiang replied. "Such a good thing, she will certainly come. Or she's on the scene at the 

moment. " 

Mary nodded. "Well!" 

In fact, they are right. In fact, there are two invisible people standing among the guests. They are also 

looking at Huo Dongyang and Qiao Wei excitedly. And these are Hawthorne and YUNZHUO. 

At this time, the nanny came out with two children in her arms. 

"My babies are awake." Mary and Huo Jiang reached out and held one each. 

"See, there's dad and mom on the stage." Said Mary with a smile. "Dad is so handsome, mom is so 

beautiful." 

The two children seem to be affected by the atmosphere of the scene, both with a smiling face. Such a 

smile can melt everything. And the two children reached out as if to grab someone's hand. Hawthorne 

looked tenderly at her two baby grandchildren, smiling at them and leaving. 

On the stage, Huo Dongyang finally let go of Qiao Wei, and Qiao Wei's face was red. Huo Dongyang 

reached out and touched Qiao Wei's face, "are you happy today?" 

"Happy!" Replied Jovi. 

"Just be happy." Huo Dongyang replied. 

Qiao Wei looked around, "have you been ready for a long time?" 

"No, but it was done overtime." Huo Dongyang said, holding Qiao Wei's hand. 



Qiao Wei is still moved by what Huo Dongyang has done for himself. "Dongyang, thank you!" 

"You're welcome." 

Qiao Wei gazed at Huo Dongyang and said, "in my life, the luckiest thing is that I didn't miss you, Huo 

Dongyang!" 

Huo Dongyang looked at Qiao Wei affectionately and said, "I have saved enough good luck for my whole 

life, just to meet you at the right time, Qiao Wei!" 

With that, they looked at each other and laughed. Huo Dongyang hugs Qiao Wei again and kisses him. 

The kiss is fierce and touching. Since it is predestined, we should cherish it more. 

At this time, there are many rose petals floating in the air. The romantic atmosphere and the taste of 

happiness cover the whole wedding scene 

Chapter 309 

A few days after the wedding. 

Qiao Wei arranged the wedding photos of the previous few days at home and felt that every one was 

taken very well. So it's really difficult to choose some very good ones from them. 

"At this time, you haven't chosen yet?" Huo Dongyang walked into the room and said. 

Joe nodded. "Yes, I choose difficulty." 

Huo Dongyang walks to Qiao Wei with a smile and looks at the monitor with her. "Is it so difficult to 

choose?" 

Qiao Wei nodded again and again, "yes, because Mike brought the photographer with him. I think every 

one looks good. Do you think?" 

Huo Dongyang looked at it and felt that each one was almost the same, and there was really no tangle. 

"Choose the ones you like." 

Hear Huo Dongyang's words, Qiao Wei Du mouth, expression also some dissatisfaction. "How can I be 

singled out? Of course, we have to choose the ones that we all shot well. " 

This man is like this, just don't pay attention to anything, just say it casually. In fact, Qiao Wei chose 

these photos to put a wedding photo in the bedroom. Before they got married, there was no wedding 

photo at all. Finally, the wedding took some beautiful photos, which just made up for this regret. 

Huo Dongyang saw that Qiao Wei was not happy, he reached out and rubbed her head, "what's the 

matter? Not happy? " 

"Well!" Qiao Wei should a, and then continue to roll the mouse. Continue to choose your own photos. 

Know Qiao Wei angry, Huo Dongyang stretched out his hand to hold Qiao Wei put on the mouse, and 

then moved the mouse to point a few pieces of his own feel good. 

"These are good ones." Huo Dongyang continued. "You're choosing what you think is good. We're going 

to make a selection later." 
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Qiao Wei heard Huo Dongyang's words, and his anger was also eliminated. Just now, that's good. I just 

like to say those casual words. 

At this time, Mike sent Qiao Wei some refined photos by email. They were single photos taken by 

Qiaowei in several sets of clothes, which were also used for the contents of the new issue of Dr 

magazine. 

"Weiwei, the picture is very good. I've selected a few for you to read in private, and you can only see the 

others when you buy magazines. " 

Qiao Wei immediately replied, "thank you! It's really beautiful! " 

"Do you want to consider being the spokesperson of DR in China?" Mike will reply soon. 

When Qiao Wei was ready to reply, Huo Dongyang grabbed the keyboard. He immediately replied, "I am 

Huo Dongyang!" 

Thinking that Mike would never reply again, Mike dials the video chat directly. Qiao Wei sees Huo 

Dongyang that calm expression, she smiles to press connect. 

"Weiwei, I just know your William is mean." Mike says it right away. 

Qiao Wei deliberately took the mobile phone to Huo Dongyang, let him and Huo Dongyang say. 

"I know you said it?" Huo Dongyang's tone is very cold. 

"Of course, when I came back yesterday, I showed the picturesque picture to some experts in the 

industry. They must choose a spokesperson to enter the domestic market. They all think Wei Wei is the 

most suitable person 

Huo Dongyang narrowed his eyes and looked at Mike. He knew that this was Mike's excuse. In fact, this 

was what he meant by himself. He said everything else casually. "I don't agree!" 

“why?” 

"Qiao Wei has no time." 

"William, you don't just want to be a housewife at home like this?" 

"No 

"If not, let her come out to work. And I'll give you a lot of money. " 

"She's going to take care of the children." 

"Isn't the child taken care of by grandparents now?" 

Looking at Huo Dongyang and Mike, you fight against each other one by one, Qiao Wei immediately 

comes out to stop. "Don't do that again!" 

Hear Qiao Wei's voice, two people calm down, but two people still refuse to give in. 

Huo Dongyang has his own opinions. He is not afraid that others say he is selfish. He just doesn't like to 

let Qiao Wei appear in the public's sight like this. 



Mike asked Qiao Wei to be the spokesperson. In fact, more people can see Qiao Wei's shining point. 

Modern women should not give up their own value for the sake of family. 

Qiao Wei is sandwiched between two men at this time, it is really difficult. She looked at Huo Dongyang 

and Mike. Finally, she could only say to Mike, "Mike, I'm thinking about it." 

“OK!” Mike nods. "Tiny, don't forget that you are not a housewife, you can realize more possibilities!" 

Joe gave a slight smile. "Thank you for your affirmation." 

"If you have a decision, I'll fly over and talk to you." Mike is an activist. 

Huo Dongyang doesn't want to continue to let Qiao Wei and Mike continue to talk. He directly turns off 

the video. 

Qiao Wei a Leng, even some puzzled to look at Huo Dongyang. "Dongyang, you are...""Don't waste time 

talking to him." Huo Dongyang replied. "Hurry up and choose a photo. Grandma is still waiting." 

Huo Dongyang reminds Qiao Wei that she will take Mary and Huo Jiang to the hospital for physical 

examination this afternoon, and has already made an appointment. 

Qiao Wei immediately forgot to continue to quarrel with Huo Dongyang. Mike just talked about the 

topic and focused on the selection of photos. 

Huo Dongyang saw such a result, contentedly raised the corner of his mouth, and also actively discussed 

with Qiao Wei. Finally, Qiao Wei and Huo Dongyang chose ten photos, and they were going to take them 

to the photo studio in the afternoon to enlarge and mount them, and then hang them at home. 

Qiao Wei put all the selected JPG in the U disk, and then went to change clothes. 

When going downstairs, Huo Jiang and Mary are also ready to wait for Qiao Wei. 

"Just in time." Said Mary with a smile. 

Qiao Wei still takes sorry, "should be I wait for you." 

"Slightly, not so much care." Said Mary. 

Qiao Wei looked back at Huo Dongyang, "then I went out with my grandparents." 

Huo Dongyang nodded, "Well! Pay more attention. " 

Originally, Huo Dongyang was going to take Huo Jiang and Mary to the hospital, but because of Yun Mu 

Xin's affair, Huo Dongyang and Xia yueqian's relationship is not very good. Qiao Wei, to avoid conflict 

between them, that's why the arrangement was made. 

Qiao Wei or some worried looking at Huo Dongyang, "a person OK?" Huo Dongyang has a mission to 

stay at home, that is to take care of children! And he didn't spend much time alone with the kids. 

"Weiwei, this child is not your own problem, you should let William exercise." Mary said. 

Hearing Mary's words, Huo Jiang also cast an expression of self-help to Huo Dongyang. He is also a 

person who has come to know that it is not so easy for men to take care of children. 



Don't let Jovi tell you too much. Marila Jovi's hand goes out first. Huo Jiang finally looked at Huo 

Dongyang and followed him out. 

Chapter 310 

After three people left. 

The whole house was quiet and the children were sleeping. 

Huo Dongyang sat on the sofa with his iPad to check email, and after reading, he also gave his own 

opinions. Jason and John went back to the United States after the wedding, while Qin Hao stayed to 

continue working on hd-qh. 

Huo Dongyang looked at the HD work reports compiled by John over the past year, and also saw the 

data he collated. It seems that some businesses need to readjust their strategies. Jason also made last 

year's financial report, and Huo Dongyang made a comparison and thought that the proportion of online 

sales should be increased next. 

Huo Dongyang sent his opinions to John and Jason and asked them to make a new plan. 

Before the mail was finished, Huo Dongyang heard the cry of the child. Huo Dongyang raised his head 

and looked at the clock on the wall. He seemed to wake up earlier than usual. 

Huo put down his iPad and went into the baby room to see the two children. 

This time, his sister woke up first. Huo Dongyang looked at his daughter and looked at her crying face 

and tears. He reached out to hold her up and gently coaxed her, "don't cry, don't cry..." 

Huo Dongyang holds his daughter and pats it gently. "Are you hungry?" 

Hearing Huo Dongyang's voice, sister slowly stopped crying. She stared at Huo Dongyang with a pair of 

big round eyes. She seemed to know that her father was holding her. 

Huo Dongyang looked at his daughter's eyes the same as his own, and he laughed. I was really hit by 

Mike once. These eyes are really amazing. What do you say to your sister in the future 

Sister seems to understand Huo Dongyang's words, put out his hands to move, the expression is also a 

lot of joy. Huo Dongyang looked at his daughter gently, as if he were a kind father. 

At this time, my brother also opened his eyes. He didn't cry, just looked at Huo Dongyang with his eyes 

open. 

Huo Dongyang looked at his son's pair of eyes as if he saw Qiao Wei. He bent down with his daughter in 

his arms. "My brother is awake, too?" 

Brother's character to calm some, see Huo Dongyang will automatically turn his head, as if looking for 

his mother's figure. Knowing that his son liked his mother a little more, Huo Dongyang said, "mom has 

something to go out today." 

Brother also similar to understand the meaning of Huo Dongyang, the mouth immediately flattened up, 

a look to cry. 
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"You're a brother. Don't do that." Huo Dongyang spoke immediately. Huo Dongyang thinks that boys 

should cultivate their independence from an early age. Because he has to protect his mother and sister 

in the future. 

It seems that Huo Dongyang's tone is too severe. His brother immediately burst into tears and seems to 

have some grievances. 

Huo Dongyang a Leng, how suddenly cried? I didn't hurt him just now! But Huo Dongyang didn't know it 

was his serious eyes that scared his brother! 

Facing his son crying, Huo Dongyang did not like to take care of his daughter to hold him, but quietly 

watched him cry. He didn't want to be used to his son since he was a child, which is not good for him 

later. 

Huo Dongyang also remembers such a sentence, the daughter wants rich raise, the son wants coarse 

raise. And when he was young, because he had no father, his grandfather educated him. Boys should be 

strong and concentrated in everything they do. Huo Dongyang still thinks this is reasonable, so he hopes 

his son can be the same as himself. 

Brother's cry seems to have affected the younger sister, and the younger sister began to cry. This time, 

Huo Dongyang is completely stupid. Is that what twins do? 

Huo Dongyang suddenly feel headache, now in the end to hold his son or daughter? This problem makes 

Huo Dongyang the first to have a strong entanglement. Looking at his son crying so sad, Huo Dongyang 

also has some intolerance. 

He bent down to pick up his son, one in one hand and went to the side of the sofa. "Well, don't cry. Dad 

will give you hot milk right away 

But the two children seem to be really against Huo Dongyang, this time really can not coax. The more 

they cry, the louder they cry. Huo Dongyang frowns tightly, what's wrong with the bottom? I don't seem 

to have done anything! 

"Mom will be back in a minute." Huo Dongyang moved Qiao Wei out with a headache. 

But it didn't work this time. They continued to cry. Huo Dongyang instantly felt big head, he felt that 

every nerve in his brain was beating, and his face became more and more ugly. The twins are really hard 

to do. It's really painful to have two twins at a time. 

At this time, Huo Dongyang also loved Qiao Wei, holding them every night and coaxing them to sleep. 

He didn't want Jovi to be born again! It's really hard! 

"Well, dad is wrong." Huo Dongyang can only apologize. Or it's really that I just had a bad attitude. 

The child's cry is also a little smaller, Huo Dongyang look at his son and daughter, is really two small 

ancestors. When they're older, he won't do that. 

As soon as Yun Muxin and Qin Hao enter the door, they hear the cry of their two children. 



"Why cry so loud?" Yun Muxin quickly took off his shoes and ran into the baby room.As a result, she saw 

the helpless Huo Dongyang for the first time. She was really embarrassed. Is this still the president of 

HD? Huo Dongyang, who has never experienced a major event, can't manage his own children. 

"Uncle..." 

Huo Dongyang heard the voice of yunmuxin, his eyes lit up immediately. "Mu Xin, you are back." 

Yun Muxin understands the meaning expressed in Huo Dongyang's eyes. She goes over and reaches for 

her brother. "Oh, why is my brother crying so sad? Come on, sister 

Brother did not cry soon, with a pair of tears to see cloud Mu Xin. The younger sister heard that her 

brother stopped crying, so did she. 

When Qin Hao followed him in, he saw the situation just now. He is also the first time to see such an 

embarrassing Huo Dongyang, a moment did not contain to laugh out. 

"Ha ha..." 

When Huo Dongyang heard Qin Hao's voice, he immediately gave him a cold look. 

"Uncle, I think they are hungry. Isn't Aunt here? " Yun Muxin said. 

"She went to the hospital with her grandparents." Huo Dongyang stood up with his daughter in his arms. 

"I'll heat the milk." 

Qin Hao stepped forward, "you go to the kitchen, I'll hold my sister." 

Huo Dongyang didn't really want to give Qin Hao, but he didn't want to take his daughter to the kitchen. 

Although reluctantly, he handed his daughter to Qin Hao. "You take care of it!" 

"Don't worry! I just sit here quietly holding my sister. Go and heat the milk and bring it Qin Hao said. 

Seeing Huo Dongyang go out of the room reluctantly to warm the milk, Qin Hao holds his sister and sits 

down. 

"Your uncle will be a daughter." Said to Qin muhao. 

Yun Muxin nodded with a smile and agreed! My daughter is the lover of my father's last life, of course. 

 


